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Annex two 

Detailed answers to your specific questions 

What changes might be needed to the structure and shareholding proportions of 
CRLL? 

CRLL is currently jointly owned, governed and funded by Auckland Council and the Crown 
(albeit the Crown holds a slight majority of shares to ensure that CRLL operates as a 
Schedule 4A Public Finance Act Company). To the extent that the Crown intends for the 
delivery entity to be wholly Crown owned and funded, CRLL’s ownership, governance and 
funding arrangements would need to be restructured to facilitate this.   

In particular,
 the joint funding commitment in respect of CRLL 

would therefore need to be restructured. Consideration will also need to be given to the 
Auckland Council’s role in any future governance process in respect of CC2M, outside of the 
existing joint governance structure.  

Extensive negotiation with Auckland Council and redrafting of the constitutional and 
contractual arrangements in place between Auckland Council, CRLL and the Crown (as 
applicable) would be required to effect this. These arrangements would ultimately need to be 
approved by Council’s governing body (as well as Ministers). Officials expect that this 
negotiation and approval process would take some time, given experiences to date. 

For City Rail Link there is a PDA between CRLL and the Sponsors. If CC2M becomes a 
deliverable for CRLL then there may need to be an additional PDA developed.  

What additional capacity and resourcing would CRLL need to become the delivery 
entity? 

While there is some existing capability that could be drawn from, much of the expertise 
required for early project stages is not currently in place. CRLL acknowledge that if tasked 
with taking on this project, it would be a serious expansion of its duties and would require 
significant resourcing to undertake these new functions.  

To become delivery-capable CRLL would establish a new CC2M delivery team within the 
current organisational structure that operates separately from the City Rail Link team. 
Likewise to the City Rail Link procurement approach, CRLL would populate the team with a 
mix of secondees, contractors, consultants and permanent staff, with the mix depending on 
project stage.  

The Ministry’s understanding based on discussions with CRLL is that there is an appetite to 
deliver the technical elements of CC2M, but less focus on the delivery of the wider urban 
development scope of CC2M. CRLL would likely need to partner with other delivery entities 
(e.g. Kāinga Ora) to deliver the full scope of CC2M. It would be important to establish a clear 
set of expectations from the outset on how that partnership should take place. 
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If CRLL ran the Programme Office from the start, what would this mean for: 

• timeframes to establish the office and start the business case process?
• Programme Office costs?
• how responsibilities should be split?

Notwithstanding the matters raised in this advice, if you wished to proceed with setting up a 
Programme Office in CRLL, we are mindful that the Office would likely look quite different to 
the concept we outlined in our advice of 16 November.  

In effect, functions related to design of a solution and some technical elements such as 
consenting would sit in CRLL. The Government would need to have separate work streams 
that would be led out of government departments. These would include: relating advice to 
Ministers on how to negotiate delivery of the project; funding and financing, allocating 
specific functions to agencies (for example, the role of Kāinga Ora to partner for urban 
development projects). Functions relating to regulatory and policy issues would also sit with 
their departments. 

This would be a more complex structure overall than is proposed for a single Programme 
Office, and the lines of communication between the centre and CRLL would be longer. The 
intention of the Programme Office is to get short lines of communication early in the life of the 
project. 

Officials estimate that decision making under a split arrangement would be longer. 

Some of the issues associated with establishing a split arrangement are challenging, and 
some (such as how issues left over from the parallel process are managed) have not been 
considered in the time available. Officials can provide further advice on this if that would be 
helpful. 
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